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AVLEX ANNOUNCES NEW EARSET MICROPHONES
HS-48 and HSP-49 address wide range of applications
Kansas City, MO – April 2013 … Avlex Corporation, the name audio professionals turn to for worldclass wireless technology and microphones, is pleased to introduce two low profile new earset
microphones: the HS-48 Single Ear Headworn Microphone and the HSP-49 Single Ear Premium
Headworn Microphone. Providing exceptional audio performance with comfort, durability, and the ability
to interface with a wide range of wireless systems, these new microphones are well suited for use by
worship leaders, educators, business presenters, theatrical and live music performers, plus broadcast
professionals.
HS-48 Single Ear Low Profile Headworn Microphone
The HS-48 Single Ear Headworn Microphone employs a back electret condenser capsule measuring a
scant 3.5mm in diameter. This standard grade omnidirectional condenser headworn microphone offers
a lightweight single ear design that can be worn comfortably for extended periods without distraction—
enabling business presenters, for example, to focus on their material. The HS-48 features an
adjustable length boom and a distinctive flexible ear-hook made with a self-adjusting soft spring
polymer that eliminates the frustration of getting a secure and comfortable fit. With high gain before
feedback, this microphone makes it easy to achieve the required audio levels necessary to ensure
excellent speech intelligibility for all listeners.
Available in black, cocoa brown, or beige, the HS-48 ships with two screw-on replaceable audio cables,
acoustically transparent windscreens, and a MIPRO wireless bodypack adapter. Additional optional
adapters are available for use with transmitters from Shure, AudioTechnica, AKG, Sennheiser,
ElectroVoice, Lectrosonics, and Sony. Optional Red Dot (RD) adapters have a built-in 15 dB pad for
use with MIPRO, AudioTechnica, AKG, ElectroVoice, and Shure beltpacks. The HS-48 Single Ear
Headworn Microphone ships with a leatherette case.
HSP-49 Single Ear Low Profile Premium Headworn Microphone
Featuring a premium back electret condenser with a capsule diameter of just 3 mm, the HSP-49 Single
Ear Premium Headworn Microphone provides an additional 10 dB of sensitivity compared to its HS-48
sibling—making it well suited to mission critical audio applications such as vocal performance, theatrical
use, and broadcast. This omnidirectional condenser headworn microphone offers a lightweight single
ear design that can be worn comfortably for extended periods without distraction. The HSP-49 features
an adjustable length boom and a distinctive flexible ear-hook made with a self-adjusting soft spring
polymer that eliminates the frustration of getting a secure and comfortable fit. With high gain before
feedback, the HSP-49 makes it easy to achieve the required audio levels.
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Available in black, cocoa brown, or beige, the HSP-49 ships with two screw-on replaceable audio
cables, acoustically transparent windscreens, and a MIPRO wireless bodypack adapter. Additional
optional adapters are available for use with transmitters from Shure, AudioTechnica, AKG, Sennheiser,
ElectroVoice, Lectrosonics, and Sony. Optional Red Dot (RD) adapters have a built-in 15 dB pad for
use with MIPRO, AudioTechnica, AKG, ElectroVoice, and Shure beltpacks. To ensure its protection,
the HSP-49 Single Ear Headworn Microphone ships with a hard shell case.
Fred Canning, national sales manager for Avlex Corporation, commented on the new earset
microphones, “The new Avlex HS-48 and HSP-49 earset microphones offer the right combination of
features and functionality to address a wide range of audio tasks. The new ear hook design is effortless
and comfortable—eliminating the frustration often encountered by the end user when trying to achieve
a secure and custom fit. For applications where the primary focus is speech, the HS-48 makes a terrific
choice. For applications where more critical audio quality is required, such as vocal performance or the
highest level of speech intelligibility as is necessary for broadcast, the HSP-49 Premium earset merits a
good, hard look. I’m confident audio professionals will find much to like with these two new headworn
microphones.”
The new Avlex HS/HSP Single Ear Low Profile Headworn Microphones carry the following MSRP’s:



HS-48 Beige, Black or Brown: $210.00
HSP-49 Beige, Black or Brown: $275.00

The new Avlex HS/HSP Single Ear Headworn Microphones are in stock and available now.
About Avlex Corporation
Avlex Corporation is a leading supplier of high quality, feature rich, and competitively priced
professional audio products. The Avlex, Superlux, and MIPRO brands of microphones, wireless
systems, electronics, and accessories are available through independent dealers and contractors
nationwide. For additional information on Avlex Corporation, visit the company online at
www.avlex.com.
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